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Below is my report on the 7 schools in Class AAA of the NEPSAC – Brewster Academy, Bridgton Academy, Hoosac, New Hampton, Northfield Mount Hermon, St. Thomas More & Vermont Academy.  

Brewster Academy (Wolfeboro, NH) Jason Smith office: 603-569-7187; cell: 603-630-2040; email: jassmith@brewsteracademy.org 

Kentucky Terrence Clarke Roslindale, MA 6-7/190 JR* G/F COMMITTED TO KENTUCKY 

Big wing & fluid athlete with elastic body type. Developing skill & lot of natural ability. True junior but planning to enroll at Kentucky as part of 2020 class following summer school.  

Miami Matt Cross Beverly, MA 6-7/215 SR F COMMITTED TO MIAMI 
Hard-nosed & tough forward. Finished in top ten in EYBL in both scoring & rebounding. Thrives on contact & plays bigger than he is. Can stretch floor & straight-line drive.  

Maryland Marcus Dockery Washington, DC 6-2/170 SR G COMMITTED TO MARYLAND 
Lefty shot-maker didn’t have a great UAA season but looks like a better fit here where he’ll be mostly off the ball. Shoots it & has length. Steady decision-maker but not dynamic creator.  

BC DeMarr Langford Worcester, MA 6-4/215 Post-Grad G/F COMMITTED TO BOSTON COLLEGE 
Powerful with great build. Not an offensive focal point or consistent shooting threat but high-level & multi-positional defender, excellent perimeter rebounder, & very unselfish.  

HM Kadary Richmond New York, NY 6-6/185 Post-Grad G/F 717-888-0427, krichmond20@brewsteracademy.org 

Tons of natural talent but been inconsistent, with both production & motor, before arriving here. Multi-positional with great perimeter size & long arms (6-9 wingspan). Has some big lead guard 
qualities – super quick instincts, sees the floor, passes well with both hands (threw a bullet off the dribble with his left hand), has a natural feel, great hands, & doesn’t get sped up. Not a confident 
shooter. Individual offense typically comes from pull-ups, floaters, or shifty transition drives (lot of shake & subtle changes of direction). Wasn’t a qualifier out of South Shore (NY). 

HM- Jamal Mashburn Jr. Miami, FL 6-1/180 SR G 305-773-9229, jmashburn20@brewsteracademy.org 

Undersized 2 & neither long nor especially explosive but tough & confident shot-maker who can run off screens, attack close-outs to get to his pull-up, & is starting to build up body. Rarely gets 
all the way to the rim or plays above it but will look for pull-up off PnR too & has little natural fade to get it off. Plays hard, brings energy, communicates, & looks like one of the leaders here. 

HM-/MM+ Javohn Garcia Pickerington, OH 6-3/175 Post-Grad G 614-620-7858, jgarcia20@brewsteracademy.org 

Big guard. Long arms (6-8 wingspan) & solid build. Holds his own athletically & has a lay-up making package but not truly explosive. Defends, rebounds, & said to have reliable daily approach. 
Capable of playing on or off ball. Bit of a slower release but shoots it well in rhythm. 16.7ppg, 48% FG, 85% FT, 27% 3pt, 3.1rpg, 2.7apg:1.5topg, & 1.3spg with All-Ohio Red in EYBL.    

MM/LM Connor Barrett Chicago, IL 6-5/190 Post-Grad SF 773-870-1797, cbarrett20@brewsteracademy.org 

Skilled wing. Good size, sneaky length (6-8.5 wingspan), & wiry/solid frame that should fill-out. Spaces floor & makes spot-up 3’s with relatively quick set-shot release. Rarely drives by anyone 
but can create space for pull-up & seems to know how to play. Little upright at times & not great foot-speed but has enough length & right mindset to be adequate defensively. Missed time with 
foot injury last year but had late D1 offers in 2019. ACAD.  

LM/D2 Jamil Safieddine Aurora, CO 6-5/165 Post-Grad G/F 720-409-8434, jsafieddine20@brewsteracademy.org  

Was billed as a D1 prospect coming up the ranks on the west coast but never evolved physically. Good perimeter size. Handles & passes it well with high IQ. Low release on his jumper but not an 
incapable shooter. Hasn’t started to fill out yet & should be totally different physically down the road, but that’s reportedly been his reputation for a couple of years now. ACAD. 
D2+/D2 Jack Brown Greenville, DE 6-7/185 Post-Grad F 302-588-7530, jbrown20@brewsteracademy.org  

Another guy who had a D1 rep when he was a youngster but yet to live up to it. Pretty skilled perimeter forward who can shoot it & handle ball reliably within flow of offense. Narrow build. Not 
as long as he looks (6-7 wingspan) but decent vertical athlete. Needs muscle badly & adjusting to pace/physicality here. Not sure whether he defends 4 or 3 yet. ACAD 
 D1 radar Jake Nichols Baltimore, MD 6-8/210 SR PF 410-456-9436, jnichols20@brewsteracademy.org 

Remains out with back injury that limited him during April recruiting period. Said to be young for grade, tough, & potentially still growing but not especially long (6-7 wingspan) or athletic. ACAD.  
D3+ Josh Loblaw Toronto, ONT 6-2/195 SR G 603-409-2333, jlowlaw20@brewsteracademy.org 

Decent athlete with pretty strong body who can make an open 3. Needs to improve off the bounce. 3.5+ GPA & 1200 SAT.  
HM Alex Tchikou Euabonne, France 6-11/210 JR PF 702-444-1505, atchikou21@brewsteracademy.org  

Major talent with size, agility, athleticism, & budding skill. Just not many guys his size who can match his fluidity or explosiveness, especially with same type of budding skill. Have to see if he can 
put it all together & be consistently productive in game setting but has all the tools to play for a long time.  

D2/D3+ Gabe Berardi Kentfield, CA 6-7/210 JR C/F 415-717-9406, gberardi21@brewsteracademy.org 

Southpaw lost 60 pounds in first year here. No length or athleticism but broad/strong frame, good hands, & some developing inside-out touch & skill.  

D2/D3+ Harry Davis Moraga, CA 6-2/175 JR G 831-917-6369, hdavis21@brewsteracademy.org 

Young lefty guard. Likely to play with high school team. Quick & pretty tight with the ball. Not a bad shot. D2 is probably his ceiling but he’s a solid player. ACAD. 
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Bridgton Academy (Bridgton, ME) Whit Lesure office: 207-647-3322x233; cell: 207-650-5707; email: wlesure@bridgtonacademy.org  

JUCO Chris Camille Brookline, MA 6-4/213 Post-Grad SF 617-505-8249c, chris5camille@gmail.com 

Scholarship caliber talent currently out with a broken toe sustained in first week here. Was a highly celebrated early prospect who bounced around to various AAU programs but struggled 
academically throughout career at Brookline HS. Here for year of maturity more than anything else. Good size & strong with lot of natural talent. Should be D1 juco guy.  

LM/D2 Sean Trumper Ashford, England 6-7/220 Post-Grad PF 934-444-7326 WhatsApp, trumpersean@gmail.com 

Skilled-4 with broad shoulders & good natural build. Saw him on his second day in US so he was still getting adjusted. Scholarship level talent. Handled pretty well for his size, operated within the 
flow, & made some tough left-handed finishes on the move. Stroke is capable but little flat from 3. Not much explosiveness & could tighten core little bit, but has naturally broader build to defend 
some bigger guys. Seems like high character kid. 3.6 GPA. Hasn’t tested yet.  

D2 Bryson Andrews Brockton, MA 6-3/185 Post-Grad G 774-240-2713c, andrewsbry19@hotmail.com 

Strong & physical guard. Best in the open court – plays long with the ball going north to south. 1st step isn’t as dynamic in half-court but he can change pace & absorb contact. Inconsistent, but 
not totally incapable, arm shooter from 3. Progression of basketball IQ pretty clear after just a month here – passing pretty well for 1st time & moving without ball. Has defensive tools too. 3.1 
GPA, 1110 SAT, & 29 ACT. Graduated from Abington HS (MA).  

D2/D2- Liam O’Connell Bedford, NH 6-4/195 Post-Grad G/F 603-660-1262c, liam_oconnell13@comcast.net 

Just a productive & efficient player who is maximizing his potential. Shot-maker with compact release that doesn’t require much separation. Not a dynamic athlete or creator but plays within the 
flow, strong with ball, makes smart/fundamental passes, & very few mistakes. Plays hard, super fit, & built up a pretty strong body. 4.0 GPA & 1140 SAT. Seems like great culture guy too.  

D2/D3+ Mike Gretta Highbridge, NJ 6-10/248 Post-Grad C 908-300-6568c, michaelgretta@gmail.com 

Wide-bodied big. Scholarship caliber size, hands, & touch. Bit of a plotter without athleticism or much mobility. No lift inside, can struggle to keep up with play, & not going to be able to defend 
away from basket. Frame lacks cut/definition. Can step-out some but has very low release to left side of head. Pretty crafty inside. Didn’t play AAU this spring/summer. 3.0 GPA & 980 SAT.  

D2/D3+ Kevin Yonkeu Manchester, NH 6-8/235 Post-Grad C 603-341-1826c, jordankevinyonkeu@gmail.com 

Project big. Very new to the game & barely played in HS. Late bloomer physically who had Malaria growing up in Cameroon. Reportedly great kid & rapidly improving. Naturally strong & imposing 
build. Doesn’t always stride out but changes ends well when he wants. Type of guy who could play his way up a level by end of year if he keeps improving so rapidly. 4.0 GPA & 1190 SAT (but 
took test two years ago).  

D2-/D3+ Myles Corey Chino Hills, CA 6-1/175 Post-Grad G 909-732-7156c, myles.corey1@yahoo.com 

Combo with wiry/solid build & decent skill. Can make some shots (elbows come out early but release comes out clean). Has a little bit of a high dribble & not super smooth with ball but he’s fast, 
quick & able to make an occasional play. Tools that should translate defensively & seems pretty engaged on both ends. 3.0 GPA & 1080 SAT.  

D2-/D3+ Bruce Saintilus Plainville, MA 6-3/190 Post-Grad SF 774-386-8950c, brucesaintilus@gmail.com  

King Phillip (MA) grad. Super fit with great build – strong & cut with no body fat. Glue guy. Not much of a playmaker. Can make occasional 3 but not overly skilled. Defends. 2.7 GPA & 1010 SAT.   

D3+ Derrick Thomas II Glen Arden, MD 6-5/190 Post-Grad F 619-621-0013c, Thomas.derrick14@yahoo.com 

Long & solid build. Functional athlete, plays hard, & super polite kid. Limited offensively with skills & decisions but should be versatile defensively. 3.83 GPA & 23 ACT.  

D3+ Mark Barrett Brookline, MA 6-4/205 Post-Grad G/F 617-999-9366c, markjb1016@gmail.com 

Not a great athlete or shooter but he’s tough, physical, & effective. Good passer & more than capable secondary handler. Plugs holes & plays multiple positions. 2.7 GPA & 17 ACT.  

Hoosac School (Hoosick, NY) Rade Dzambic cell: 929-282-8945; email: serbiarade@yahoo.com 

MM+ Masic Vukasin Belgrade, Serbia 6-5 Post-Grad G +381-60-7000-966 

Big lead guard with good size & strong frame. Solid vertical athlete in space. Not a ton of wiggle or dynamic creativity with ball but can turn corner on ball screen, get to rim in straight lines, & 
doesn’t seem to mind contact. Excellent FT shooter (85% career) & consistent 3pt threat in rhythm (36%). Size to play & defend multiple positions. Turned 18 in June. 3.0 GPA. Hasn’t tested yet. 

LM+/LM- Novak Perovic Belgrade, Serbia 6-7 SR F +381-66-409-805 

Billed as a jumbo-guard overseas but projects as handling wing here. Still great positional size with solid frame & may still be growing. Little too passive but shows flashes of handle & playmaking 
ability when he has ball in his hands. Struggles without ball because he can drift & jumper isn’t great. Seems to struggle with balance & looks like adjustment to physicality might be a difficult 
one. Not sure what position he defends right now either. True SR (turns 19 in May) who could return for post-grad year & would probably benefit from doing so. 3.3 GPA. Hasn’t tested yet.  

LM/LM- Luka Zivanovic Montenegro 6-1 Post-Grad PG +382-69-262644 

Reportedly starting PG for Montenegro national team. Compact, strong & really defends. Quicker than he looks & really scrambles. Otherwise not an explosive athlete. Role guy offensively & 
needs to knock down open shots more consistently (mechanics aren’t broken just little hard/flat) but takes care of ball & runs show on both ends. Tough, hard-nosed kid. 3.6 GPA. Hasn’t tested. 
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D2+/D2 Stefan Miljenovic Niagara Falls, Canada 6-3 SR PG 905-347-4437c, smiljenovic@hotmail.com 

Big lead guard who plays hard. Physical & smart. Frame looks cut/strong. Has some length (6’6 wingspan). Pretty good with the ball, passes crisply with both hands, & shoots it cleanly. Limited 
athletically with heavier feet.  Not a prototypical D1 athlete but overachiever with lot of intangibles. 3.3 GPA & 1110 SAT. 

D2 Stefan Popovic Bosnia 6-3 SR G/F No Contact Information Available 

Lefty wing is limited athletically & needs to get stronger but shoots it very well from 3 & passes it intelligently within the flow of the offense. Just not a D1 athlete. 3.8 GPA. Hasn’t tested yet. 

HM radar Marko Ilic Serbia 6-10 JR F/C No Contact Information Available 

Looked like clear HM in workout setting, just need to make sure it translates to game. Good size & build but still more 4 than 5. Naturally strong but pretty mobile & agile. Real good touch in & 
around paint out to about 15. Uses glass & makes wrong-footed lay-ups with both hands. Can handle & pass within flow. Will attempt a 3 but range isn’t as consistent out there yet. Need to see 
how well he rebounds & finishes in traffic. 4.0 GPA.  

D1 Gobovic Dorde Bosnia 6-10 JR C/F No Contact Information Available 

Solid athlete for his size but still needs to build up his body. More of a narrower natural build & can be rigid at times but finishes vertically, changes ends adequately in straight lines, & still new 
to the game (reportedly only been playing for 2 years) with plenty of untapped upside. Has longer way to go with skills – not a handler or a shooter yet. 2.7 GPA 

D1 radar Milos Ilic Serbia 6-10 JR C/F No Contact Information Available.  

Marko’s twin brother but not on same level. Has size but more upright/rigid with his movements, not an athlete, & needs to get stronger. Passes really well & has soft hands/touch to develop 
but not yet a consistent floor-spacer or scoring threat. Has chance to play his way onto D1 level on his own merit but plenty of people will take him if he & brother want to go together. 4.0 GPA. 

New Hampton School (New Hampton, NH) Andrew Gale cell: 802-578-9154; email: agale@newhampton.org  

MM Jahmyl Telfort Montreal, CAN 6-6/215 Post-Grad F 514-349-8084c, jahmyltelfortnba@gmail.com 

Multi-positional & powerful utility guy. Stronger than he is explosive (doesn’t pop quite as much as advertised athletically). Good size on the wing. Really rebounds & plays through contact. Not 
a polished scorer & instinct is to be more of a complimentary threat but being asked to assert himself more here & reportedly coming on with each passing week. Unselfish but IQ is work in 
progress. Capable 3 but didn’t love his stroke (leans back). Can drive it, especially if utilized as a smallball four. Reportedly good student with 1020 SAT.   

LM+ Canberk Kavsuk Istanbul, Turkey 6-9/240 SR C 857-253-8171c, canberk.kavsuk@gmail.com 

Wide-bodied lefty big. Has some inside-out skill but lacks mobility & lift. Broad shoulders & wide build to create space, seal & score. Poised in post – can see floor & pass off block. Good hands. 
Starting to extend shooting range to arc. Labors to run at times & conditioning is continued work in progress. Going to be limited defending PnR. Essentially a non-rim protecting 5. 3.67 GPA.  
 LM/D2 Mohammed Alausa Chicago, IL 6-4/207 Post-Grad G/F 773-715-6052c, mohammedalausa17@gmail.com 

Good perimeter size with great build – super powerful upper-body, long arms, & big hands. Handles the ball pretty well & wants to be a big PG but just lacks the feel & decision-making to do so. 
Not a natural shooter. Can still play & defend multiple positions. Coming back from a stress fracture in his foot. 3.4 GPA & 28 ACT.   

LM/D2* Zach Galvin San Francisco, CA 6-4/175 Post-Grad G 415-601-9712c, zachgalvin30@gmail.com 

In very early stages of coming back from ACL. Just getting back into shape & rarely playing 5v5. Said to be smart, steady combo with good size who can make shots. 3.6 GPA & 1050 SAT.   

LM-/D2+ Matt Becker Fairfield, CT 6-5/180 Post-Grad G 203-218-2411c, mattbecker12345@gmail.com 

Big guard with size, feel, & passing ability. Can really thread the needle but too TO prone because he won’t make the easy pass. Potential to be legit big PG if he values ball a little more. Still non-
shooter with flawed mechanics. Late-bloomer who grew late, has big feet & dual knee braces but just starting to fill-out & not yet able to play through contact. 4.2 GPA & 1300 SAT.  

D2 Kerem Ozturk Istanbul, Turkey 6-2/180 SR PG 603-266-7840c, ztrk020@newhampton.org 

Steady & experienced PG in 3rd year here. Not a dynamic athlete but quick enough & has gradually built-up body. Stroke is clean but still inconsistent. Crafty with good floater game. Pretty heady 
with mature approach. Probably not the D1 prospect once projected but little under-recruited right now (ACAD D3’s). 3.8 GPA & 1300 SAT.  

D2/D3+ Christian Davis Denver, CO 6-2/150 Post-Grad G 720-498-7507c, christiandavis0516@gmail.com 

Younger brother of Quinnipiac’s Nate Davis & expected to have similar late growth spurt. Body is physically undeveloped & all arms/legs right now. Skilled but currently incapable of playing 
through contact. Very likely late-bloomer so he’s someone scholarship coaches should monitor throughout the course of the year. 3.9 GPA, 26 ACT, & 1220 SAT.                  

D2/D3+ Marcus Peterson Bristol, NH 6-4/182 SR SF 603-856-5257, petm020@newhampton.org  

Good athlete who has played both football & basketball for years & so rarely in open gym workouts. Reportedly now focused solely on basketball for next level though & has plenty of upside.  

D3+ Charlie Raisin San Francisco, CA 6-7/230 Post-Grad C/F 415-640-7493c, raic020@newhampton.org 

Has size & skill but he’s out of shape with bad weight. Shoots it well to 3 with loft & rotation. Hands are good too. Limited athlete with no lift. Projects as D3 stretch-five. 3.1 GPA 
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D1* Evan Guillory Joplin, MO 6-3/205 JR G/F 417-592-5854c, guie021@newhampton.org  

Missed workout I attended but reported D1 prospect despite lack of skill or offensive game at the moment. Athletic high-motor guy who defends, rebounds, & plays multiple positions.  
HM/HM- Kyle Hicks Dorchester, MA 6-3/185 SO G 617-308-8652c, kylehicks37@yahoo.com 

Young scoring guard with wealth of tools – athletic with positional size, great build, broad shoulders, long arms, good burst, and even a clean release to develop on his stroke.  

HM radar Alex Karaban Northbrough, MA 6-7/205 SO PF 508-488-8095c, karaban.alexander@gmail.com 

Repeat sophomore who has had a big rep since middle school. Budding stretch-4. Makes shots but release isn’t totally pure. Adjusting well to new level of competition. Seems like pretty self-
assured kid. Not an elite athlete but going right into bodies & trying to finish inside.  

Northfield Mount Hermon School (Gill, MA) John Carroll office: 413-498-3295; cell: 413-214-3428; email: jcarroll@nmhschool.org  

Harvard Sam Silverstein Chicago, IL 6-7/220 Post-Grad G/F COMMITTED TO HARVARD 

Jumbo-wing with positional size & rangy build that should keep emerging (previously young senior). Tons of defensive versatility & potential. Good off bounce. Needs to shoot it more consistently.  

Trinity Garrett Kirk Weston, MA 6-2/180 SR G/F COMMITTED TO TRINITY 

Program guy with great intangibles & work-ethic. Not a dynamic talent but strong, physical, willing to do the dirty work, & ultra-reliable on a daily basis.  

MM Ben Callahan-Gold New York, NY 6-8/215 SR PF 917-414-0249c, bencgbeacon@gmail.com  

Shot-making specialist. Makes 3s in bunches like few others but little bit of a one-trick pony who doesn’t impact game in many other ways when not hitting from 3. Never going to have a great 
body type or be explosive but looked more fit & cut then during spring AAU. 3.1 GPA & 1230 SAT.  

MM/LM Luca Lukacevic Berlin, Germany 6-8/210 Post-Grad PF +49-179-199-4042 WhatsApp, llukacevic20@nmhschool.org  

Cerebral 4 with very high I.Q. but distinct Euro type style to his game. Has good build, passes well, & said to pick things up quickly but doesn’t move exceptionally fluidly & didn’t look like quite 
as knockdown of a 3pt shooter as advertised. Seems to have a lot of subtle value but not going to jump out and wow you at first glance. 1300 SAT.  

LM+/LM- Zach Taylor Austin, TX 6-1/185 Post-Grad SG 425-894-5584c, ztaylor20@nmhschool.org 

Athletic guard who gets his head almost on the rim & is also a good shot-maker from 3. Has some wiry strength & typically plays with good energy but could be a tad tougher at times. Pretty 
good speed with the ball in the open floor but not a PG & doesn’t want to be one either. High-character kid. 3.7 GPA & 28 ACT.  

D1 Moses Ngodock Slidell, LA 6-8/220 SR C 985-710-1154c, ms1xt6en@gmail.com  

Tennessee Prep transfer was out with injury when I watched. Big/intimidating frame. Played with Nike Pro Skills during EYBL. Dad is an oceanographer with NASA. 3.9 GPA & 32 ACT.  

D2 Darius Ervin Brooklyn, NY 5-8/165 SR PG 347-314-4920c, djervin3@gmail.com  

Compact/strong, skilled, & quick…just really small. Listed at 5’9 but might be closer to 5’6. Size doesn’t (& hasn’t) limited his impact at this level though. In his 4th year here & clear leader of this 
group. 3 range scoring threat whose versatility as a playmaker allows him to consistently create. Size limits recruitment but could likely make an impact at right D1 school. 3.5 GPA & 1220 SAT.  

HM radar Gus Larson New Canaan, CT 6-10/185 JR F 347-325-3546c, guslarson2020@gmail.com  

Just keeps growing. Up to 6’10 & still all arms/legs. Moves fluidly & doesn’t shy away from contact (just physically incapable of absorbing it). Pretty soft natural touch but stroke gets off-balance 
as he steps away. Moves without ball & seems to have an IQ. Hasn’t yet been consistently productive vs. good competition but uniquely late-bloomer with very high ceiling. 3.7 GPA & 1280 SAT.  

HM-/MM+ Jack Molloy Greenwich, CT 6-7/200 JR F 617-755-5604c, jackmolloy2434@gmail.com  

4th year JR who turned 18 in June & has really evolved physically within the last year. Body is stronger & more defined, 1st step is quicker, & he’s much more explosive at the rim. Capable, but 
inconsistent, shooting threat from 3. Hunting his individual offense, being little bit of a ball-stopper, & making minimal defensive effort. 3.2 GPA & 1500 SAT.   

D1 Jake Tavroff Long Island, NY 6-8/225 JR C 516-209-8065c, jaketavroff@gmail.com  

Out with injury when I watched (been injury prone in last year). Looked strong/fit. True 5 without much face-up touch. Good kid & teammate. 3.3 GPA. Age of true JR – turns 17 in October.  

D1 radar Jack Lerner New York, NY 6-6/200 JR F 347-449-4509c, lernerjack28@gmail.com  

Good sized wing who is starting to fill-out his frame. Jack of all trades master of none right now. Hasn’t evolved into quite the knockdown shooter expected – still more than capable from 3 with 
clean release, just little bit of a hard-ball. Needs game experience after missing some time with injury & not playing AAU before last summer. 3.0 GPA.  

D1 radar Berk Metin Istanbul, Turkey 6-7/210 JR C/F 413-333-8493c, bmetin21@nmhschool.org  

One of team’s most improved players. In much better shape but still lacks lift inside & trots to run. Very physical, intelligent drawing contact, & semi-dirty in the way that infuriates the opposition. 
Has good nose for the ball off the glass, good hands, & makes tough lay-ups in traffic. Not a face-up shooting threat. True JR turning 17 in October. LM ceiling. 3.3 GPA.  

D1 radar Reece Clark Weston, MA 6-3/185 JR G/F 339-224-2398c, clark.24reece@gmail.com  

Still holds his own but lacks true niche or weapons. That will need to start to change in the near future otherwise recruitment will shift towards ACAD D3 track. 3.5 GPA 
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D1 radar Kekoa McArdle Pittsfield, MA 6-8/215 JR F/C 413-449-4394c, kcmcardle@hotmail.com  

Might be trending in wrong direction. True post who hasn’t grown, evolved athletically or extended game away from basket since arriving in 9th grade. Likely D2/D3+ track.  

HM radar Rowan Brumbaugh Washington, DC 6-2/180 SO PG 917-318-5921c, rbrumbaugh22@nmhschool.org  

True PG with great early feel for the game. Very good instincts, presence, & vision at a young age. Good early frame too, already cut-up but doesn’t look fully mature yet & won’t turn 16 until the 
spring. Will need to shoot it more consistently – unconfident with flawed mechanics but they actually improve as he gets deeper. 3.2 GPA.   

HM radar Avery Brown Beacon Falls, CT 6-1/175 SO G 269-599-6892c, averybrown2021@gmail.com  

Repeat sophomore in his 2nd year here. Has all the physical tools & playmaking potential (good athlete, broad shoulders, good hands, quick feet, & stroke even looks decent) just needs more 
seasoning & progression in areas like pace, feel, decision-making & overall efficiency.   

HM radar Luke Hunger Montreal, Canada 6-8/220 SO C/F 514-823-3561c, lukehunger3371@gmail.com  

Skilled young big who is likely still growing & will need to tone his physique in the coming years. Has soft touch both around rim & out to 3pt line (almost falls forward as he releases it though). 
Limited athlete though, both in terms of explosiveness & footspeed. Had an 80 average in Canada.  Dad played at Providence & then professionally abroad.  

HM radar Kyle Squires Kingston, MA 6-8/200 SO F 339-832-1495c, ksquires22@nmhschool.org  

Budding skilled forward who shoots it well, competes, & has continued to grow. Heavier feet right now but that may evolve as he grows into his body. Game is a little fast for him at times right 
now too but 1st year at this level after transferring from Tabor Academy (MA). Sister plays at Richmond. 3.6 GPA.  

St. Thomas More School (Oakdale, CT) Jere Quinn office: 860-823-1845; email: jquinn@stmct.org  

Charlotte Jared Garcia Katy, TX 6-8/240 Post-Grad PF COMMITTED TO CHARLOTTE  

Long (7-ft wingspan), thick, & powerful with good bounce, hands, & touch that can extend to the arc. Marginal rebounder who could improve conditioning & motor.    

Yale Emir Buyukhanli Ankara, Turkey 6-5/200 Post-Grad G/F COMMITTED TO YALE 

Big guard with long arms (6’9 wingspan) who pushes it, snaps passes, has advanced feel for pick-and-roll, & uniquely unorthodox/crafty style.  

LM+/LM Chris Manon New Milford, NJ 6-4/190 Post-Grad G/F 201-449-5216c, christophermanon6@gmail.com 

Athletic wing who is at his best in the open floor. Previously young SR at St. Joe’s Regional (NJ) who has bulked up in last few months & still won’t turn 18 until December. Gets in passing lanes 
defensively, goes through lane with long strides, & straight to the rim in the open floor. Still not a consistent shooter but mechanics aren’t broken.  

LM Jair Currie Albany, NY 6-4/167 SR G/F 518-419-0260c, jair20currie@gmail.com 

Long but slender (pescatarian) wing with legitimate scoring tools at all 3 levels & solid athleticism. Pretty quick 1st step & right-handed lay-up maker at the rim with some deceptive bounce in 
space. Good pull-up shooter in the mid-range area & plenty capable of making open rhythm 3’s. Little under-recruited at the moment.   

LM/D2+ Justin Hemphill Buffalo, NY 6-5/195 Post-Grad PF 716-777-8482c, justinhemphill2019@gmail.com 

Interesting prospect to watch this year with lot of raw/unrefined talent but almost nothing polished in his game just yet. Good athlete, great length (6-10 wingspan) & good build that should 
really blow-up in coming years. Stroke isn’t pretty (drastically short-armed release) but shows signs of passing instinct, has nose for ball (tips loose ones to himself), & versatile defensive potential.  

LM/D2+ Charles Williams San Diego, CA 6-6/180 Post-Grad F 916-757-4857c, cw3isbeast@gmail.com 

Very intriguing body type with good size & long/lean build that is still mostly just arms/legs right now. Sprayed his jumper (rushed release & seemed to have some sidespin at times) but wasn’t 
bashful looking for it & said to be streaky shooter good & bad. Best potential is in the open floor & on the defensive end. Has D1 tools but will reportedly only be D2 qualifier & likely to return to 
west coast.  

LM/D2 Keigo Kimura Tokyo, Japan 6-2/190 Post-Grad SG +81-80-7410-2335, br4asn65x@i.softbank.jp 

Scoring guard who plays off his jumper. Has deep range & makes tough shots with little natural fade in his release to get it off without much separation. Straight 2G who didn’t seem to be much 
of a passer or decision-maker when I watched. Older (turns 20 in February) & physically mature with pretty strong body but short arms (6-1 wingspan).  

D2 Elijah Perry Lawrence, NY 6-2/175 Post-Grad PG 917-484-0938c, perry.elijah24@gmail.com 

Lefty guard & son of NYC Rising Stars director. Plays within the flow, keeps his head up, & steady decision-maker. Has an unorthodox 2-handed push shot but makes more 3’s than you’d expect 
(made 28 threes in 7 UAA rise games). Equally capable of playing on or off the ball. Not a dynamic creator. Has reported D1 offers but not sure how authentic those are.  

D2* Jack Shanon Yonkers, NY 6-7/175 Post-Grad PF 914-400-3566c, jackshannon914@gmail.com  

Missed workout I saw with injury. Skilled stretch-4 type who needs to bulk up. Was previously young SR (turns 18 in late September). Will be a D2 qualifier.  

D2/D3+ Zeke Blauner Dobbs Ferry, NY 6-2/160 Post-Grad G 917-915-0750c, zblauner@yahoo.com  

Physically undeveloped but pretty skilled guard. Decent shoulders to grow into but slighter build right now. Stroke is solid. Hoping to play his way into D2 looks this year.  
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D2/D3+ Myles Robinson Philadelphia, PA 6-3/202 Post-Grad SF 267-275-4123c, myles4123@icloud.com 

Thick/stocky lefty with decent length (6-6 wingspan). Can body up with bigger guys, play through contact, & make some open shots but didn’t see much else in terms of playmaking or scoring.  

D2/D3+ Sean Macarchuk Westchester, NY 6-5/192 SR F 914-563-2722c, seanmacarchuk44@gmail.com 

True SR who is expected to return for a post-graduate year. Limited athlete who hasn’t developed physically yet but good student with solid size & some skill from a basketball family.  

D3+* Mosaku Oluwadamilola Saitama, Japan 6-4/160 SR F No Cell Phone, damilolamosaku@gmail.com 

Did not play the day I attended. Solid size on wing. Turns 18 in December. Said to be high ACAD prospect who holds a US passport.  

HM/MM+ Derrius Ward Philadelphia, PA 6-6/183 JR G/F 267-742-0497c, derriusward@gmail.com 

Athletic wing with good size. Shoots it pretty well & goes through lane with long strides. Plays well off shot-fake but doesn’t have much wiggle off dribble. Trying to make more plays for others & 
definitely progressing as a passer (threw one bullet off dribble with his left hand). Engaged defensively. Hasn’t filled out his upper body yet. 4th year student who will likely need 2 years to qualify.   

HM radar Desmond Claude New Haven, CT 6-4 SO G/F 203-889-7183c, daclaude25@gmail.com  

Long (6-8 wingspan) & strong with big feet & quickly emerging frame. Has a solid foundation of skill to his game. Definitely one to watch. Will play for school’s HS team.  

HM radar Christian Jones Stratford, CT 6-2 FR G 203-919-0371c 

Young guard with positional size, big shoulders, long arms (6-7 wingspan), natural playmaking tools & even some instinctive feel while playing in attack mode. Will play with school’s HS team.  

Vermont Academy (Saxtons River, VT) Alex Popp cell: 617-877-4571; email: apopp@vermontacademy.org  

LIU Jake Cook Watervliet, NY 6-9 SR C/F COMMITTED TO LONG ISLAND 

Narrow but super bouncy. Doesn’t love contact but mobile, good hands, & quick finisher. Face-up skill-set come a long way in last 15 months. Has mobility & athleticism to be a defensive factor. 

MM C.J. Jones Los Angeles, CA 6-5 Post-Grad G/F 760-500-8748, cjones@vermontacademy.org  

Shot-making wing with good size. Close to automatic when he gets both feet down, but can make tough shots with quick release & off screens as well. Little too content to settle when I watched 
but typically smart & knows how to play. Doesn’t go by people off dribble. Would like to see him attack close-outs more effectively & figure out how to get some easy points. 3.2 GPA & 1270 SAT.  

LM+/LM Bijon Sidhu Issaquah, WA 6-4 SR G/F 425-749-8220, bsidhu00@comcast.net 

Utility guy on perimeter with good size, strong body, & high-motor. Not a dynamic scorer but working to become more of a lead guard. Making strides as a handler & passer but not yet a primary 
decision-maker. Unconfident shooter, especially off the catch, but mechanics aren’t totally broken. Good/versatile defender. High-energy guy on both ends. 3.7 GPA & 27 ACT.  

LM/D2 Raphe Ayres Arlington, VA 6-6 Post-Grad SF 703-819-3722, rayrespg@vermontacademy.org  

Skilled wing who knows how to play. Good size but not sure he’s a D1 athlete. Makes shots but generates his power from his arms so can start to spray when he fatigues. Good feel – smart player, 
passes well, & can handle the ball with his head up (despite having a higher dribble). Needs to work on his footspeed & defensive impact. Maret (DC) alum. 2.6 GPA & 30 ACT.   

D3+ Andy Christos Madison, NJ 6-5 Post-Grad SF 973-727-5402, achristospg@vermontacademy.org 

Madison HS (NJ) grad who is working to become full-time perimeter player for first time. Solid build to grow into as he fills out & athleticism to match but still just adjusting to unprecedented 
speed & physicality at this point. Seems to be hard-working & high-character kid. Skill-set must continue to develop. 3.6 GPA & 1190 SAT.  

D3+ Blake Whitelaw Denver, CO 6-8 Post-Grad C/F 720-391-0379, bwhitelaw@vermontacademy.org 

Good size & solid build. Not a natural athlete but pretty fit & dunks given room to step-in. Hands & motor seemed fine. Not a floor spacer with big hitch in face-up jumper. 3.7 GPA & 1340 SAT.  

HM/MM+ Nana Owusu Burlington, ONT 6-8 JR C/F 905-407-4265, nowusu21@vermontacademy.org 

Potentially best long-term prospect on team. Not yet a dynamic offensive player but he has plenty of tools to develop on that end & has terrific defensive instincts at a young age & great length 
with broad shoulders. Soft touch around rim with both hands and with quick released baby hook over left shoulder, capable of driving both sides off the bounce, & definite passing potential. Not 
a face-up shooting threat yet. Solid, not spectacular, athlete with a second bounce. 3.6 GPA & 1220 PSAT.  

HM radar Josh Bascoe Milton, ONT 5-10 JR PG 802-289-7831, jbascoe21@vermontacademy.org  

So reminiscent of a young Jaylen Brantley (Maryland). Undersized but super skilled & shifty with the ball. Shoots it off catch & dribble, has command of his handle, has his head always up & 
doesn’t get sped up. Size & body type might ultimately limit his upside but he has a lot of skill & game with the ball. 3.7 GPA & 1200 SAT.  

D1 Tyler Andrews Cedar Rapids, IA 6-6 JR F 310-908-3077, tandrews21@vermontacademy.org  

Athletic wing with very good size & a frame that should really blossom in the coming years with wiry/solid build. Needs to work on his skill-set (jumper isn’t natural, handle needs to tighten, & 
doesn’t have much wiggle yet) but runs lanes, gets well above the rim, & finishes very well even when he can’t dunk. Has defensive tools that should translate as well. 3.3 GPA.  

D2/D3+ Nate Gryczka Keene, NH 6-4 JR SF 617-306-3511, ngryczka21@vermontacademy.org  

Good sized wing who can make shots. Second year on team & hoping to crack rotation this year. Build is fine to keep filling out. 3.5 GPA & 1040 PSAT 
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HM radar Chisom Okpara Bronxville, NY 6-7 SO F 914-347-3490c, cokpara2022@vermontacademy.org  

Physically mature with thick/strong build that makes him man among boys in his age group but might not have much physical upside left. Handles the ball pretty well, goes through contact, can 
cross guys up & even made a couple nice passes, but needs to be more efficient with his bounces & beat guys earlier/cleaner if that’s going to be his niche. Stroke isn’t natural (drives shoulders 
back) & needs further development. Sister is a tennis player at nearby Dartmouth. 3.6 GPA.  

HM radar Keyonte Beals Halifax, Nova Scotia 6-3 SO G 617-905-0651c, kbeals22@vermontacademy.org  

Missed workout with recent stitches in leg but saw him over the summer…budding big & smooth lefty guard with lot of upside. Will be one to monitor closely.  

D1 radar Ty Higgins New Marlborough, MA 5-10 SO G 413-717-5710, thiggins22@vermontacademy.org  

Little guy who doesn’t look the part at first glance but he really shoots it. Already making 3’s off catch & dribble, pulling up off ball-screen, & seems to know exactly who he is.  

D1 radar Omela Mudugo Chelsea, MA 6-1 FR G 978-493-6856, omudogo23@vermontacademy.org 

Quick on both ends of the floor. Engaging personality. Stroke is pretty flat. One to monitor in the coming years.  
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